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Intertangled stochastic motifs in networks of excitatory-inhibitory units
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A stochastic model of excitatory and inhibitory interactions which bears universality traits is
introduced and studied. The endogenous component of noise, stemming from finite size corrections,
drives robust inter-nodes correlations, that persist at large large distances. Anti-phase synchrony at
small frequencies is resolved on adjacent nodes and found to promote the spontaneous generation
of long-ranged stochastic patterns, that invade the network as a whole. These patterns are lacking
under the idealized deterministic scenario, and could provide novel hints on how living systems
implement and handle a large gallery of delicate computational tasks.
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Living systems execute an extraordinary plethora of
complex functions, that result from the intertwined inter-
actions among key microscopic actors [1]. Positive and
negative feedbacks appear to orchestrate the necessary
degree of macroscopic coordination [2], by propagating
information to distant sites while supporting the pro-
cessing steps that underly categorization and decision-
making. Excitatory and inhibitory circuits play, in this
respect, a role of paramount importance. As an exam-
ple, networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons con-
stitute the primary computational units in the brain cor-
tex [3–5]. They can flexibly adjust to different computa-
tional modalities, as triggered by distinct external stimuli
[6, 7]. Genetic regulation is also relying on sophisticated
inhibitory and excitatory loops [8–11]. Specific genes are
customarily assigned to the nodes of a given constella-
tion, which can be abstractly pictured as a complex net-
work [12–14]. Weighted edges between adjacent nodes
encode for the characteristics of the interaction. Simple
deterministic models can be put forward to reproduce
at the mesoscopic, coarse grained level, the prototypical
evolution of excitatory and inhibitory units, organized in
two mutually competing populations. Continuous vari-
ables are customarily introduced to quantify the activity
of each selected population. Non linearities prove cru-
cial to adequately represent the threshold mechanism of
activation that modulates, from neurons to genes, the
system response [15, 16]. One can then assemble large
networks with designated topology, by replicating the
aforementioned module on each node of the collection
and incorporating the specific nature of the coupling [17].
Stationary patterns [18] of asynchronous activity for the
scrutinized species can eventually emerge, following sym-
metry breaking instabilities that necessitate a fine tuning
of the parameters involved. These patterns could define
the basic architectural units for natural systems to per-
form efficient computations [19–21].

As opposed to the deterministic formulation, an

individual-based description – hence intrinsically
stochastic for any finite population – can be in-
voked [22, 23]. This amounts to characterizing the
microscopic dynamics via transition rates, that gov-
ern the interactions among individuals and with the
surrounding environment. The stochastic component
ultimately results from the inherent discreteness of
the system, and can significantly modify the idealized
mean-field predictions. Endogenous fluctuations induced
by the finiteness of the system can, for instance, seed
the emergence of regular oscillations, when parameters
are set so to drive deterministic convergence towards a
trivial equilibrium [24–31].

In this Letter, we put forward a minimal model for
discrete collections of excitatory and inhibitory agents in
mutual interaction with excitatory and inhibitory loops,
bearing universality traits in light of its inherent sim-
plicity. Endogenous-noise induces quasi-cyclic dynamics
that display unusual long range correlations, persisting
over arbitrary large network structures. In particular, we
find that in a large parameter region the level of activity
associated to homologous species hosted on contiguous
nodes exhibits anti-phase synchrony and that dynamical
patterns of anti-phase locked stochastic oscillators sets in
across the embedding networks. Intriguingly enough, the
result of a measurement at one position dictates the pos-
sible outcome of a measurement performed at a different
location. Stochastic trajectories appear reciprocally en-

tangled over arbitrary distances, a subtle effect instigated
by endogenous finite size corrections which is completely
lost by mean-field analysis. This is the first time that
such long-ranged stochastic patterns are observed in a
simple reaction model, and we conjecture that they could
represent a new route for information processing in com-
plex networks. As we shall argue in the following, the
interplay between finite-size effects and non-linear cou-
pling sits at the root of the observed phenomena.

As a first step, we introduce the minimal model for
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finite excitatory and inhibitory populations on a single
mesoscopic node (a “patch”). We next turn to consider
the coupled dynamics of a multi-species, excitatory and
inhibitory model distributed on a network. The simple
setting where just two nodes are considered will serve as
a basis to develop the main tools for our analysis.

Excitatory and inhibitory dynamics on an iso-

lated patch. In our single-node model, we label exci-
tatory and inhibitory elements by, respectively X and
Y . They live in a mean-field interacting patch (node) of
volume V , and undergo the following reactions:

∅ f [sx]−→ X

X
1−→ ∅

∅ f [sy ]−→ Y

Y
1−→ ∅

(1)

where ∅ denotes an infinite reservoir, f(s) = 1/(1+
exp(−s)) is a sigmoid function and sx=−r

(

nY

V − 1
2

)

, sy=

r
(

nX

V − 1
2

)

. Here, r > 0 is the only free parameter; nX

and nY respectively identify the number of elements of
type X and Y . From the above definition of sx,y, and
f(·), it is immediately clear that a large population of
inhibitory elements suppresses the excitatory population;
conversely, a large excitatory population enhances the
inhibitory one.

Introduce Pn(t) to label the the probability for the sys-
tem to be in state n = (nX , nY ) at time t. Transitions
from one state to another are caused by the above chem-
ical equations. T (n|n′) is the transition rate from state
n to state n

′, compatible with the former. The dynam-
ics of the system is governed by a master equation which
takes the generic form d

dtPn(t) =
∑

n
′ T (n|n′)Pn

′(t)−
T (n′|n)Pn(t). To progress in the analytical under-
standing of the problem, one can write down the equa-
tion for the average quantities 〈nX〉 =

∑

n
nXPn and

〈nY 〉 =
∑

n
nY Pn. In the limit where the volume V

(hence the number of constituents) is large, endogenous
fluctuations fade away: the system can be described
in terms of the concentrations of the chemical species
x= limV→∞〈nX〉/V and y= limV→∞〈nY 〉/V . In doing
so one eventually gets:

ẋ = −x+ f

(

−r(y − 1

2
)

)

(2)

ẏ = −y + f

(

r(x − 1

2
)

)

The above system admits a single nontrivial fixed point
(or steady state) xf = yf = 1

2 [32]. It is straightforward
to characterize the stability of (xf , yf) by computing the
eigenvalues λ of the Jacobian matrix J associated to sys-
tem (3), evaluated at equilibrium. Performing the cal-
culation one gets λ = λRe + iλIm = −1± i

√
r/4. The

real part of λ is negative and the fixed point is there-
fore stable. Furthermore, the eigenvalues are complex:
stochastic oscillations sustained by the endogenous noise
can eventually set in around the fixed point. Under the
standard linear noise approximation (LNA) [23], finite-
size endogenous stochastic effects act as linear deviations
from the deterministic solution. More specifically, one
stipulates x(t) = xf +V −1/2ξ1 and y(t) = yf +V −1/2ξ2,
where ξ=(ξ1, ξ2) stands for the stochastic perturbation.
The LNA assumes that V to be large, so that only lin-
ear terms in ξ are to be retained when the above ansatz
is inserted in the governing master equation. The fac-
tor V −1/2 reflects the Gaussian nature of the approxima-
tion. The linearized fluctuations can be shown to obey
a Langevin equations [27] in the form ξ̇i =

∑

j Jijξ+ηi,
where ηi(t) is a Gaussian noise term with zero mean and
with correlator < ηi(t)ηj(t

′) >= δijδ(t − t′). Denoting

the Fourier transform of the ξi(t) as ξ̃i(ω), one readily

gets ξ̃i(ω)=
∑2

j=1 Φ
−1
ij (ω)η̃j(ω) where Φij =−Jij−iωδij.

Endogenous oscillations can be analyzed by computing
the power spectral density matrix (PSDM):

Pij(ω) =< ξ̃j(ω)ξ̃
∗
j (ω) >=

2
∑

l=1

2
∑

m=1

Φ−1
il (ω)δlm

(

Φ†
)−1

mj
(ω)

(3)
The diagonal entries of the PSDM are real and coin-
cide with the power spectra for the fluctuations, asso-
ciated to each species. The (generally complex) off-
diagonal elements of the PSDM can be properly nor-
malized so to yield the Complex Coherence Function

(CCF) Cij(ω) =
Pij(ω)√

Pii(ω)Pjj(ω)
. As explained in [33, 34]

the magnitude |Cij | measures the degree of correlation
between two signals, as a function of ω. The phase
φij=arctan[(Cij)Im/(Cij)Re] quantifies the phase lag be-
tween the two inspected signals. In Figure 1 we depict
the power spectra P11 and P22 (scale on the left), to-
gether with |C12|= |C21| (scale on the right). The power
spectra display an identical profile (due to the symmetry
of the equations) which is peaked at ω ≃ λIm: the en-
dogenous fluctuations gets amplified through a resonant
mechanism that yields quasi-cycle oscillations. Symbols
in the upper panel of Figure 1 refer to the numerically
computed power spectra and confirm the adequacy of
the linear noise calculation. The magnitude of |C12| is
maximum, when the power spectra are. At this point
the phase lag between the oscillators, the excitators and
the inhibitors, abuts on π/2. The theory predictions are
fully confirmed by direct Gillespie [35] based simulations
(see SI) of reactions (4). Starting from this setting, and
building on the methodology that we have here briefly re-
vised, we shall proceed to study the issue of synchroniza-
tion when two or more replica of model (4) are coupled
together.
A many patches network model of coupled

excitatory-inhibitory dynamics. We now turn to
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FIG. 1: The theoretical power spectrum P11(ω) = P22(ω)
(3) is depicted with a solid line. Symbols refer to the power
spectra computed from averaging independent realization of
the Gillespie dynamics. The squares refers to excitators (X),
while the circles stand for inhibitors (Y ). The vertical dotted
line is traced at ω = λIm =

√
r/4. The theoretical dashed

line represents |C12| = |C21|. A phase lag equal to π/2 is
predicted. Here r = 50 so to allow for the isolated peak in
the power spectra to be distinctively revealed.

considering an immediate generalization of the above
model to the case where excitators and inhibitors pop-
ulations are bound to occupy different spatial positions
and proceed to study the issue of synchronization when
two or more replica of model (4) are coupled together
by a complex network topology. Symbols used to iden-
tify individual entities are now decorated with an ad-
ditional index, so to specify the node to which they
refer to. More concretely, we now deal with the el-
ements Xk and Yk, with k = 1, 2, . . . ,Ω. Each ele-
ment is subject to birth and death chemical equations
of the type illustrated above [33, 34], see equations 4,
but different connected nodes interact diffusively via
their concentrations gradient, which modifies the inputs
sxi

, syi
of the non linear rate function f(·). More

concretely, in the simple case of only two nodes, with
an obvious meaning of the notation involved we have
sx1 = −r

(nY1

V − 1
2

)

+D∆1 2, sy1 = r
(nX1

V − 1
2

)

+D∆1 2,

sx2 = −r
(nY2

V − 1
2

)

−D∆1 2, sy2 = r
(nX2

V − 1
2

)

−D∆1 2

where ∆1 2 = (
nX2

V − nX1

V ) − (
nY2

V − nY1

V ) and D is our
coupling parameter. This setting could be easily gen-
eralized to account for a network of Ω nodes by intro-
ducing the associated adjacency matrix A: Aij = 1 if
nodes i and j are connected, Aij = 0 otherwise. In the
following we will consider symmetric coupling Aij =Aji,
but we anticipate that our conclusions remain unchanged
when asymmetric couplings are allowed for. Generaliz-
ing the expression introduced above for the case of two
nodes, we set sxi

= −r
(nYi

V − 1
2

)

+D
∑Ω

j Γij(
nXj

V −nYj

V )

and syi
= r

(nXi

V − 1
2

)

+ D
∑Ω

j Γij(
nXj

V − nYj

V )) where
Γij = Aij −κiδij is the standard discrete Laplacian op-
erator and κi stands for the connectivity of node i.

The state of the system is photographed by
the 2Ω components concentrations vector n =
(nX1 , nY1 , nX2 , nY2 , . . . , nXΩ , nYΩ). The dynamics of the
stochastic system is still ruled by a master equation,
under the Markov assumption. In the limit V →
∞, one can introduce the mean field concentrations
(x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xΩ, yΩ). The ODEs that govern the
time evolution of the deterministic variables constitute
the natural generalization of equations (3). Remark that
the imposed coupling senses the gradient of concentra-
tions, for both excitatory and inhibitory populations. It
is therefore immediate to realize that xi=xf and yi=yf
∀i is the fixed point of the deterministic model. To illus-
trate our approach, we first concentrate on a two nodes
network.

The stability of the fixed point can be assessed, by
computing the eigenvalues of the 4×4 Jacobian matrix J.
Two eigenvalues coincide with the ones calculated above
for the isolated patch setting, λ1,2=−1± i(r/4). The two
additional eigenvalues read λ3,4 = ±

√

r
4 (D− r

4 )−1 and
depend on the coupling strength D [36]. For D>Dc =
r/4+4/r, λ3 is real and positive and the fixed point turns
therefore unstable in a pitchfork bifurcation (see SI). For
D < Dc, however the solution x1 = x2 = xf = 1/2 and
y1=y2=yf =1/2 is stable and the thermodynamic limit
system displays a uniform level of activity, for both exci-
tators and inhibitors, across the two nodes. When finite
size effects are considered, excitators (reps. inhibitors)
populations on each node executes quasi-regular oscilla-
tions about the trivial deterministic fixed point. Nodes
are formally decoupled when D is set to zero, so that
stochastic trajectories on distinct nodes are disentangled.
Conversely, when 0<D<Dc inter-nodes species are ef-
fectively coupled, the degree of reciprocal influence be-
ing more pronounced the closer D is to Dc. Can the
imposed coupling enforce a synchronization of the emer-
gent stochastic oscillations? This is the question that we
are going to answer hereafter, building on the method-
ology illustrated above and computing the 4 × 4 PSDM
associated to the system at hand. Focus first on the
diagonal elements of the PSDM , i.e. the power spec-
tra Pii(ω), i = 1, . . . , 4. The result of the analysis are
plotted in the left panel of Figure (2), for i= 1. When
D = 0, the power spectrum displays an isolated peak,
located at ω ≃ r/4 (rightmost vertical dashed line) in
agreement with the analysis carried out for the single
patch case study. When D increases a second peak de-
velops, and progressively gains in magnitude. Its position
is adequately captured by the (positive) imaginary com-
ponent of the eigenvalues λ3,4 (dashed lines). When D
approaches the critical threshold Dc, the leftmost peak
stands alone, and the other fades away. For intermediate
parameter settings, the stochastic oscillators are forged
by the simultaneous presence of two leading frequency,
whose relative importance can be controlled as wished.
Gillespie bases simulations of the coupled reactions, per-
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FIG. 2: Left panel: the power spectrum P11 is plotted as
function of ω, for different choices of D. Lines refer to the
theoretical predictions. Symbols are obtained by averaging
over many realizations of the stochastic simulations. Right
panel: |C13| is plotted in the plane (ω,D). Two regions can
be identified where the synchronization take place. These
are separated by the dashed (white) line, obtained by setting
|C13| = 0. The synchronization at small frequencies occur
in anti-phase (φ = π), while at high frequencies the theory
predicts φ=0. The stochastic trajectories (nX1 and nX3 vs.
time t) confirm the adequacy of the LNA. In phase and anti-
phase regimes of synchronization are highlighted in the boxes.
Here, r=50 and V =20000.

formed for different values of D, confirm the correctness
of the theory. Similar observations apply to i=2, 3, 4.
Consider now the off diagonal entries of the PSDM

and build the corresponding CCF. To shed light onto
the inter-nodes correlation between excitators, we plot
in the right panel of Figure (2) |C13|, in the plane (ω,D),
using an apt color code. For small D, the signals are,
as expected, completely independent. By increasing D,
two regions are found where |C13| takes values close to
unit. Quasi-cycles displayed by the excitatory popula-
tions attached to distinct nodes do synchronize, for suffi-
ciently large values of the coupling strength. Intriguingly
enough, and at odds with the examples so far reported
in the literature, the synchronization is established for
two different characteristic frequencies. These are the
indirect reflex of the two peaks identified in the power
spectrum. Even more importantly, the two aforemen-
tioned regions are separated by a distinct frontier (white
dashed line) where |C13| is found to be identically equal
to zero: in the left portion of the plan, with respect to
the white dashed separatrix, the phase lag is exactly π.
The stochastic trajectories are hence predicted to be in
anti-phase, on short frequencies, or equivalently, long pe-
riods. In the complementary portion of the plane, i.e. on
the right of the separatrix, φ is found to be zero, thus
implying perfect synchronization at large frequencies or
short periods. Direct simulations confirm a posteriori
the scenario depicted above, see trajectories annexed to
the right panel of Figure (2). Stochastic trajectories re-
ferred to the same species attached to contiguous nodes
are entangled. The result of a measurement at one node
roughly determines the outcome of a measurement simul-
taneously performed at the other node. Leaving aside

more fundamental reflections, we remark that such en-
tangled states can be hierarchically assembled to yield
macroscopic patterns, as we shall demonstrate herafter.
Complementary information can be drawn by inspecting
the other off-diagonal elements of the PSDM, see SI.

We are now in a position to extend the analysis to the
relevant case where the interaction between excitators
and inhibitors is mediated by a complex network. As
outlined for the two nodes setting, the interactions is
supposed to be diffusive in that it senses the difference of
concentrations between homologous species on distinct
nodes. Furthermore, the coupling is embedded in the
nonlinear function f(·), here introduced to exemplify the
activation process.

We first determine the stability of the uniform fixed
point xi = xf and yi = yf ∀i. To do so, one can intro-
duce a small non homogenous perturbation, and solve
the linearized equation by expanding the perturbation
on the basis of the eigenvectors of the Laplacian Γ. The
analysis is carried out in the SI, and returns a closed
analytical expression for the critical coupling, namely
Dc=(16/r+r)/(2maxα

∣

∣Λ(α)
∣

∣). Here, Λ(α), α=1, . . . ,Ω,
denote the eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator. Re-
mark that this latter formula reduces to the one obtained
above when Ω=2.

As a first example we consider a linear ring made of
Ω = 4 nodes and calculate the 2Ω×2Ω elements of the
PSDM. A sequential alternation of phase and anti-phase
synchronization is predicted for the stochastic excitatory
signals, registered across the ring (see SI). Similar conclu-
sions can be drawn when probing the degree of synchro-
nization between excitators and inhibitors on different
nodes. Patterns of activation instigated by the noise as-
sisted drive towards self-organization are hence expected
to emerge. In the left panel of Figure 6 a snapshot
of the stochastic dynamics is displayed which supports
this conclusion: a regular sequence of active/inactive ex-
citators/inhibitors is found, when circulating along the
chain. Excitators (upper circle, continuous arrow) and
inhibitors (lower circle, dashed arrow) are in anti-phase
on the node they happen to share: arrows point upward
(resp. downward) if the measured activity is more (resp.
less) pronounced as compared to the mean field uniform
equilibrium. The system keeps on switching between the
configuration depicted in Figure 6, and its negative ana-
logue, where the inactive populations on a given node
turn active, and viceversa (see full movie, annexed as
supplementary material). The architecture of the net-
work plays indeed a crucial role. Robust patterns which
exploit the phase/anti-phase dichotomy on a closed ring,
necessarily require accommodating for an even number
of nodes. When nodes are odd, frustration may occur
[6]. This is an intriguing effect on which we shall report
elsewhere. Recall that the formalism here developed ap-
plies to generic networks, not just to regular lattices. For
demonstrative purposes, we show in the right panel of
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FIG. 3: Snapshot of the stochastic dynamics for two networks
topologies: the stochastic density of the excitators is plotted.
Left panel: a chain of four nodes is considered. In each node
the density of excitators (upper circles) and inhibitors (lower
circles) is depicted. Right panel: a snapshot of the stochastic
pattern of activation of the excitators is shown.

Figure 6 a snapshot of the (excitatory) activation pat-
tern obtained when the system is placed on a tree with
branching ratio equal to 4 (see SI for a movie of the dy-
namics).

Summing up, we have here proved that endogenous
noise promotes a coordinated pattern of action, in a min-
imalistic model of excitatory and inhibitory interactions
– showing no Hopf bifurcations in the thermodynamic,
deterministic limit. This latter model encompasses, for
its inherent simplicity, a large gallery life science appli-
cations, ranging from neuroscience to the study of ge-
netic circuits. Noise induces quasi-cyclic oscillations are
long-ranged correlated in anti-phase stochastic patterns,
inter-tangled motifs that could indeed convey important
tips on how living systems handle computational tasks
and information processing.
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Excitatory and inhibitory dynamics on an isolated

patch: phase shift of π/2.

Recall from the main text that, for a single patch
model, the magnitude of |C12| is maximum, when the
power spectra are. The phase lag between the oscilla-
tions displayed by excitators and inhibitors is predicted
π/2. To check the validity of the theory we performed
a direct integration of system (4) in the main text, by
means of the celebrated Gillespie algorithm. Results of
the analysis are reported in Figure 4: the concentrations
of nX/V and nY /V are indeed synchronized with a phase
shift of about π

2 , in agreement with the theoretical pre-
dictions.

FIG. 4: Stochastic trajectories (nX and nY versus time t).
The fixed point of the underlying deterministic model is de-
picted with a dashed black line.

The two patches model

In this section we provide supplementary information
to complement the description of the two patches model,
as introduced in the main paper. Individual elements
of the excitatory and inhibitory species are respectively
labeled Xi and Yi. The index i identifies the nodes to
which the elements refer to. The stochastic dynamics
of the system can be formulated in terms of chemical
equations:

∅ f [six]−→ Xi i = 1, 2

Xi
1−→ ∅

∅ f [siy ]−→ Yi i = 1, 2

Yi
1−→ ∅

(4)

where six and siy read:

six = −r
(nYi

V − 1
2

)

+D
(

nXj

V − nXi

V

)

−D
(

nYj

V − nYi

V

)

siy = r
(nXi

V − 1
2

)

+D
(

nXj

V − nXi

V

)

−D
(

nYj

V − nYi

V

)

(5)
HereD stands for the coupling parameter. As stated in

the main body of the paper, the imposed coupling senses
the gradient of concentrations, for both excitatory and
inhibitory populations. The state of the system can be
tracked via n = (nX1 , nY1 , nX2 , nY2), namely by quanti-
fying the number of discrete elements belonging to each
species, on every node. The evolution of the probabil-
ity Pn(t) of seeing the system in state n at time t, is
governed by a master equation which takes the general
form:

d

dt
Pn(t) =

∑

n
′

T (n|n′)Pn
′(t)− T (n′|n)Pn(t). (6)
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Starting from this setting, one can recover the equa-
tions that rule the deterministic, mean field dynamics
and moreover elaborate on the role played by the en-
dogenous fluctuations.

Deterministic limit

In the limit where the volume V is large, endoge-
nous fluctuations vanish. The system can be described
in terms of the concentrations of the chemical species
xi = limV →∞〈nXi

〉/V and yi = limV→∞〈nYi
〉/V . It is

then straightforward to recover the following ODEs for
the coupled evolution of the mean field concentrations:

ẋ1 = −x1 + f
(

−r(y1 − 1
2 ) +D(x2 − x1)−D(y2 − y1)

)

ẏ1 = −y1 + f
(

r(x1 − 1
2 ) +D(x2 − x1)−D(y2 − y1)

)

ẋ2 = −x2 + f
(

−r(y2 − 1
2 ) +D(x1 − x2)−D(y1 − y2)

)

ẏ2 = −y2 + f
(

r(x2 − 1
2 ) +D(x1 − x2)−D(y1 − y2)

)

(7)
The above system admits a uniform fixed point xi =

xf = 1/2 and yi = yf = 1/2. This latter fixed point is
stable for D <Dc = r/4+4/r. At D = Dc, the system
undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation: two symmetric stable
branches appear, as illustrated in Figure 5.

FIG. 5: Bifurcation diagram for the two nodes system, in its
deterministic version. Above the bifurcation point (D > Dc),
the solid black lines refer to the excitators x1,2, while the
dashed-dotted lines stand for the inhibitors y1,2.

To gain further insight into the dynamics of the system,
we perform a linear expansion close to the bifurcation
point, D = Dc = r/4 + 4/r. More specifically, set x1 =
xf − ǫx, x2 = xf + ǫx, y1 = yf − ǫy, y2 = yf + ǫy.
By inserting the above ansatz into the full non linear
equations (7) and performing a linear expansion in the
perturbation parameters (ǫx, ǫy) eventually yields:

ǫx = −ǫy

r
8 − 2

r

1 + Dc

2

a closed expression that allow to immediately appre-
ciate the relative modulation of the fixed points above
the instability threshold. In particular for r > 4, ǫx and
ǫx have opposite signs. Imagine that the concentration
of the excitators on node 1 displays a level of activity
that is larger than 1/2. In other words x1 belongs to
the upper stable (solid) branch in Figure 5. Then, x2

is forcefully associated to the lower branch of the bifur-
cation diagram; y1 and y2 display in turn an opposite
internal arrangement. In other words, above the bifurca-
tion point, the deterministic system manifests a degree of
spatial organization (across nodes) that, to some extent,
recalls the noise driven motifs found for D < Dc, as dis-
cussed in the main body of the paper. Remark however
that deterministic patterns are stationary, at variance
with stochastic ones. Endogenous noise forces in fact the
stochastic system to continuously blink between differ-
ent states, respecting local and long-ranged intertangled
constraints.

Linear noise approximation and PSDM

To elaborate on the role played by finite size (endoge-
nous) fluctuations we operate under the linear noise ap-
proximation. In complete analogy with the case of an
isolated patch we introduce the following ansatz x1(t) =
xf + ξ1/

√
V , y1(t) = yf + ξ2/

√
V , x2(t) = xf + ξ3/

√
V ,

y2(t) = yf + ξ4/
√
V , where ξi with i = 1, · · · 4 stand for

the stochastic corrections to the mean field equilibrium.
We then insert the above ansatz into the master equation
and expand in series of 1/

√
V . At the leading order of ap-

proximation we recover the mean field equations (7). At
the next to leading order, one ends up with the following
linear Langevin equations (i = 1, . . . , 4):

d

dt
ξi =

4
∑

j=1

Jjiξi + ηi (8)

where J stands for the Jacobian 4×4 matrix associated to
the deterministic system (7). Here, ηi is Gaussian white
noise with < ηi(t)ηj(t

′) >= δijδ(t− t′). Denote by ξ̃i(ω)
the Fourier transform of ξi(t). Then, we get

ξ̃i(ω) =

4
∑

j=1

Φ−1
ij (ω)η̃j(ω) (9)

where Φij = −Jij − ωδij . To determine the PSDM we

compute the elements Pij(ω) =< ξ̃i(ω)ξ̃∗j(ω) >. Since
the two nodes share identical parameters, the PSDM
can be completely characterized in terms of 6 differ-
ent entries, namely P11(ω) = P33(ω), P22(ω) = P44(ω),
P12(ω) = P34(ω), P13(ω), P24(ω) , P14(ω) = P23(ω). Fol-
lowing the discussion reported in the main text, we in-

troduce the rescaled parameters Cij(ω) =
Pij(ω)√

Pii(ω)Pjj(ω)
.
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The magnitude of C13 is plotted in the right panel of
Figure 2 in the main body of the paper. In the follow-
ing, we display the other relevant coefficients and briefly
elaborate on their intrinsic meaning.

In the left panel of Figure 6 we report the magnitude of
C12 in the reference plane (D,ω). When D = 0, excita-
tors and inhibitors belonging to the same node oscillate
with a phase lag that we already have quantified π/2.
This condition is perpetrated, whenD is made to increase
inside the region of interest (D < Dc). Contextually, a
second branch emerges, where |C12| takes significant val-
ues. The phase lag gets progressively modulated along
the newly produced branch and eventually approaches
π, for large enough coupling amount. Also in this case,
numerical experiments are found in excellent agreement
with the theory predictions. Similar conclusions can be
drawn by analyzing C24 and C34. In the right panel of
Figure 6 the magnitude of |C14| in plotted in the plane
(D,ω).

FIG. 6: Left panel: map describing the magnitude of C12

in the reference plane (D,ω). This parameter allows to re-
solve the degree of synchronization between excitators and
inhibitors in the same node. Right panel: |C14| in plotted in
the plane (D, ω).

Excitatory and inhibitory dynamics on a complex

network.

We begin this section by determining a closed ana-
lytical expression for the critical value of the coupling
constant D that sets the limit of stability of the homo-
geneous fixed point. To this end we consider a network
made of Ω nodes. The architecture of the network is spec-
ified by the adjacency matrix A. The state of the system
in its deterministic limit is in turn described by a 2Ω
vector z = (x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xΩ, yΩ). The deterministic
equations read:

ẋi = −xi + f



−r

(

yi −
1

2

)

+D
Ω
∑

j

Γijxj −D
Ω
∑

j

Γijyj





ẏi = −yi + f



r

(

xi −
1

2

)

+D

Ω
∑

j

Γijxj −D

Ω
∑

j

Γijyj





where Γij = Aij − κiδij are the entries if the discrete
Laplacian operator, and κi is the connectivity of node i
Set xi = xf + δxi and yi = yf + δyi, insert these expres-
sions in the deterministic equations and expand at the
linear order in the imposed perturbation (δxi, δyi):

˙δxi = −δxi +



−rδyi +D

Ω
∑

j

Γijδxj −D

Ω
∑

j

Γijδyj



 f ′(z)

˙δyi = −δyi +



rδxi +D

Ω
∑

j

Γijδxj −D

Ω
∑

j

Γijδyj



 f ′(z)

Where f ′(·) denotes the derivative of the sigmoid func-
tion f(·). It is immediate to realize that f ′(z) = f(z)(1−
f(z)) = 1

4 . We then set to expand the perturbations
(δxi, δyi) on the basis of the eigenvectors of the Lapla-
cian Γ. To this end, denote by Λ(α) (with α = 1 . . .Ω)

the eigenvalues of Γ (α = 1 . . .Ω) and by Φ
(α)
i the asso-

ciated eigenvectors, namely
∑

j ΓijΦ
(α)
j = Λ(α)Φ

(α)
i . In

formulae, we require:

δxi =

Ω
∑

α

cα exp(λα)Φ
(α)
i (10a)

δyi =

Ω
∑

α

bα exp(λα)Φ
(α)
i (10b)

Inserting in the equations for the perturbation, carrying
out the calculation and projecting on each independent
eigendirection, one eventually ends up with.
[

−1 + DΛ(α)

4 − λα − 1
4 (r +DΛ(α))

1
4 (r +DΛ(α)) −1− DΛ(α)

4 − λα

]

[

cα
bα

]

= 0

The above homogeneous system admits a non trivial so-
lution provided the matrix in square brackets has zero
determinant. This latter condition yields a second order
equation for λα as function of Λ(α) and D. Consider then
λ+
α , the largest of the two roots. If the real part of λ+

α is
positive, then the perturbation grows exponentially and
the homogeneous fixed point is unstable. In our analy-
sis we considered symmetric networks: in this case the
eigenvalues Λα are real and semi-negative defined. After
a straightforward manipulation it is immediate to con-
clude that (λ+

α )Re < 0 provided D is smaller than the
critical value:

Dc =
16
w + w

2max
α

|Λ(α)| (11)

This latter expression has been successfully validated
against numerical inspection. For D < Dc the homo-
geneous fixed point is stable and intertangled stochastic
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patterns of the type discussed in the main paper can de-
velop.
As a additional complement, we return on the example

of a linear ring made of Ω = 4 nodes, already discussed
in the main body of the paper. The PSDM can be read-
ily determined, as discussed in the main article and the
associated complex coherent functions computed. In left
panel of Figure 4 we show |C1,2i+1|, with i = 1, 2, 3 (plot-
ted on the horizontal axis), for a choice D < Dc, and
against ω (plotted on the vertical axis). The phase lag,
as predicted by the theory, is also displayed in the Fig-
ure: the values reported exactly apply inside the boxes
delimited by the (white) dashed lines. A sequential alter-
nation of phase and anti-phase synchronization is hence
expected for the stochastic excitatory signals, registered
across the ring. Similar conclusions are drawn when con-
sidering |C1,2i|, for with i = 1, 2, 3, i.e. the degree of
synchronization between excitators and inhibitors on dif-
ferent nodes. Patterns of activation instigated by the
noise assisted drive towards self-organization are hence
expected to emerge. Stochastic simulations as reported
in the main body of the paper (see also the annexed
movie of the dynamics) confirm the correctness of this
conclusion: nodes are termporarily active or inactive, de-
pending on their position along the chain. The emerging
pattern is dynamical and the system switches continu-
ously one given configuration and its negative analogue,
as time progresses.

32 432 4

FIG. 7: Left panel: |C1,2i+1| vs. ω (vertical axis) is plotted,
for i = 1, 2, 3 (horizontal axis). The system is made up of 4
nodes organized in a closed linear ring. The synchronization
occurs for roughly two values of ω, the modulus of the complex
coherence function being more significant at low frequencies.
The phase lag predicted by the theory is also displayed in the
Figure. The values reported apply inside the regions delimited
by the (white) dashed lines Right panel: same for for |C1, 2i|.
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